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ABSTRACT
Stock trend prediction, aiming at predicting future price trend of
stocks, plays a key role in seeking maximized profit from the stock
investment. Recent years have witnessed increasing efforts in ap-
plying machine learning techniques, especially deep learning, to
pursue more promising stock prediction. While deep learning has
given rise to significant improvement, human investors still retain
the leading position due to their understanding on stock intrinsic
properties, which can imply invaluable principles for stock predic-
tion. In this paper, we propose to extract and explore stock intrinsic
properties to enhance stock trend prediction. Fortunately, we dis-
cover that the repositories of investment behaviors within mutual
fund portfolio data form up a gold mine to extract latent representa-
tions of stock properties, since such collective investment behaviors
can reflect the professional fundmanagers’ common beliefs on stock
intrinsic properties. Powered by extracted stock properties, we fur-
ther propose to model the dynamic market state and trend using
stock representations so as to generate the dynamic correlation
between the stock and the market, and then we aggregate such
correlation with dynamic stock indicators to achieve more accurate
stock prediction. Extensive experiments on real-world stock market
data demonstrate the effectiveness of stock properties extracted
from collective investment behaviors in the task of stock prediction.
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• Information systems→Datamining; •Applied computing
→ Economics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Among a myriad of investment channels, the stock market has
been continually considered as a big profitable potential. Gener-
ating a superior rate of return consistently over a further time
horizon, nevertheless, requires a masterful understanding of the
market and a definitive investment strategy. Stock prediction, with
the aim at predicting future price trend of stocks, plays one of the
key foundation techniques and has attracted increasing attention
from brilliant minds [25, 27, 29]. Most of the traditional efforts on
stock prediction rely on time-series analysis models, such as Au-
toregressive models [17], Kalman Filters [3], technical analysis [6],
etc. In general, these solutions create dynamic stock indicators,
based on stock prices and volumes, as stochastic inputs and take
the historical data of indicators to fit the stochastic trends. How-
ever, such traditional solutions yield apparent drawbacks as they
lack the capability to model dynamic validity of indicators, highly
volatile market, and complex correlation between stocks and the
market. With recent rapid development of deep learning, deep neu-
ral networks, especially recurrent neural networks (RNN), have
been introduced as a promising substitute since its ability to model
the sequential nature and non-linear structure within the stock
prediction task [2, 10, 26, 31].

While deep neural networks have demonstrated a remarkable
potential to boost stock prediction, human investors still retain the
lead position, because they make the prediction on stock trend by
considering intrinsic difference between stocks [4, 5, 7], which, how-
ever, is overlooked by most of existing deep learning approaches.
In particular, experienced investors tend to distinguish a variety of
stocks into several categories based on their intrinsic properties,
based on which they could follow quite different prediction prin-
ciples in various categories, respectively. For example, to invest a
stock with the ‘income’ property, meaning it has steady streams of
revenue with low level of volatility, practiced human investors are
inclined to hold the stock for a longer while. In contrast, a stock
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with the ‘cyclical’ property, indicating its price rises and falls with
the business cycle, prompts skilled investors to time the market,
i.e. buy the stock at the low point in the business cycle and sell it
at the high point, in a more frequent way compared to investing
income stocks.

Therefore, to pursue more accurate stock prediction, it is quite
beneficial to take into account each stock’s intrinsic properties. In
this paper, we propose to integrate the stock’s intrinsic properties
into the existing deep neural networks approach with widely-used
dynamic stock indicators. To this definitive end, however, it is
requisite to answer two challenging questions: 1) how to extract
and represent the stock intrinsic properties? 2) how to integrate the
static intrinsic properties into the existing deep neural networks
approach to enhance the dynamic stock prediction.

Due to the highly abstract nature of stock intrinsic properties.
There is hardly a comprehensive and clear definition of such intrin-
sic properties in human investors’ minds. Moreover, such intrinsic
properties could cover a couple of diverse aspects of human in-
vestors’ intuition and knowledge. Therefore, investment behaviors
of human investors could be an indispensable information to rec-
ognize such intrinsic properties. Fortunately, mutual fund portfolio
data, consisting of investment behaviors of expert investors, forms
a gold mine for mining stock intrinsic properties.

In general, mutual funds are operated by professional fund man-
agers, who allocate the fund’s investments and attempt to produce
capital gains for the fund’s investors, and a mutual fund’s portfolio
is structured and maintained to match the investment objectives.
Therefore, the history of a mutual fund’s portfolios, consisting of
collective investment behaviors, can reflect the fund manager’s
common beliefs on stock intrinsic properties. For instance, the port-
folios of aggressive managers usually contain a large portion of
stocks yielding higher rate of return together with a greater volatil-
ity; while those of conservative managers typically include many
income stocks. These observations raise an important principle that
stocks held by the same fund managers are more likely to share
common intrinsic properties. Based on this principle, in this paper,
we formulate the mutual fund portfolio data into a matrix of fund
managers and stocks and propose to extract and represent stock
intrinsic properties using a Matrix Factorization (MF) approach.
The extracted vector for each stock can be viewed as its latent
representation that reflect its intrinsic properties.

After obtaining the representations of stock intrinsic properties,
the next question remains as how to integrate the static stock in-
trinsic properties into the existing deep neural networks approach.
In other words, it is vital to design a proper structure of deep neural
networks to effectively exploit static stock intrinsic properties into
the task of stock prediction, which is dynamic in nature and yields
inputs of widely-used dynamic stock indicators.

A straightforward method is to directly append the represen-
tations of stock properties with dynamic stock indicator as the
unified input into the deep neural networks, especially RNN simi-
lar to [8, 31]. However, this method overlooks the incompatibility
between the static stock properties and the dynamic prediction,
which hinders the potential role of such properties in dynamic
prediction. To address this challenge, in this paper, we propose
to model the dynamic market state using stock representations
so as to compute the dynamic correlation between the stock and

Table 1: An example of a mutual fund, named ‘ChinaAMC
Growth Fund’ with code 000001 in Chinese stock market,
and its sampled half-year portfolios.

publish time fund code stock code proportion
2013/06/30 000001 600887 3.15%
2013/06/30 000001 600837 3.09%
2013/06/30 000001 601633 2.19%
2013/06/30 000001 ... ...
2013/06/30 ... ... ...
2013/12/31 000001 600887 4.25%
2013/12/31 000001 601633 2.54%
2013/12/31 000001 002643 1.17%
2013/12/31 000001 ... ...
2013/12/31 ... ... ...
2014/06/30 000001 600887 3.04%
2014/06/30 000001 600270 2.28%
2014/06/30 000001 002279 2.24%
2014/06/30 000001 ... ...
2014/06/30 ... ... ...

... ... ... ...
1 The specific names of funds and stocks can be found in
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money

the market state. Specifically, at a certain time point, the whole
market can be described by the rank list of all stocks ordered by
their recent profitable performance, based on which we can aggre-
gate the representations of top ranked stocks to characterize the
market state and take advantage of sequential modeling to generate
the dynamic representations for the market state trend. After that,
we can compute the dynamic correlation between the stock and
the market state based on their respective representations, which
enables us to leverage static stock properties to boost the dynamic
stock prediction.

To validate the effectiveness of our approach, in this paper, we
perform extensive experiments on real-world data which contains
more than 2000 stocks in Chinese stock market from 2013 to 2016.
The experiment results demonstrates the effectiveness of stock
properties extracted from mutual fund portfolio data in the task of
stock prediction. The further market trading simulation illustrates
that our proposed approach can result in a significant increment of
profit. To sum up, the contributions of this paper include:
• We mine the representations for stock intrinsic properties from
mutual fund portfolio data, under the principle that stocks held
by the same fund manager are likely to share common properties.

• We develop a novel deep learning framework to integrate static
stock intrinsic properties into the dynamic stock prediction task
by modeling dynamic market state/trend.

• We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of extracted stock
intrinsic properties and corresponding dynamic market state for
stock trend prediction on real-world data.

2 MINING STOCK INTRINSIC PROPERTIES
FROM INVESTMENT BEHAVIORS

2.1 Fund Manager Portfolios and Stock
Properties

A mutual fund is an investment vehicle made up of a pool of money
collected from many investors for the purpose of investing in var-
ious assets such as stocks. Typically, mutual funds are operated
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by professional fund managers, who create the certain investing
strategies and manage the portfolio so as to seek capital gains for
the fund’s investors. To demonstrate the fund’s performance and
allow investors to check the fund manager’s investing strategies,
mutual funds need to regularly (e.g. every half-year in Chinese stock
market) release their portfolios to their investors. Table 1 illustrates
an example of a mutual fund in Chinese stock market with part of
its respective half-year portfolios. Every half year, all mutual funds
must release their investment reports, containing totally hundreds
of fund managers’ investment behaviors over thousands of stocks
within the latest half year.

Such regularly-published portfolio reports indeed comprise an
invaluable repository for mining investment-related knowledge
from a crowd of outstanding investing minds. Due to the profes-
sional understanding of the stock market and definitive investment
strategies, investment behaviors of fund managers can indeed re-
flect their proficient investment knowledge. Furthermore, different
fund managers usually lead to diverse investment preference on
stocks, reflecting their separate attentions on various stock intrinsic
properties. It inspires us to mine both stock properties and fund
managers’ preference from their investment behaviors. To the best
of knowledge, this work introduces a very early attempt to explore
the value of investment behaviors in mutual fund portfolio data.
Meanwhile, this paper will focus on disclosing stock intrinsic prop-
erties from such data and leave the mining of its other values to
future work.

2.2 Stock Intrinsic Properties Inside
Investment Behaviors

With the definite goal of producing superior rate of return consis-
tently, different fund managers, in the meantime, may create their
respective portfolios consisting of stocks of quite diverse proper-
ties. Such divergence is mainly caused by that fact that each fund
manager tends to embrace her own investment preference and spe-
cialization in terms of concerned intrinsic properties. For instance,
fund managers, who possess magisterial knowledge economic cy-
cles, would prefer to manage their portfolios more concentrated
to cyclical stocks; while another group of fund managers, who
seek steady streams of revenue with constrained volatility, are
more likely to focus their portfolios on income stocks. Note that,
the stock intrinsic properties could cover a variety of investment
dimensions. For example, different fund managers may generate
portfolios with explicit preference on certain industrial sectors, e.g.
coal and oil, bank and finance, IT, etc., which implies that these
fund managers hold respective expertise on these diverse domains.

While stock intrinsic properties play quite an important role
in explaining and even predicting investment behaviors, it is un-
easy to obtain such information. A straightforward method is to
introduce human labeling, which however requires experts with
domain knowledge and leads to very high cost. Moreover, stock
intrinsic properties can be highly abstract with no clear definition
in investors’ minds, which makes it more than difficult to leverage
human labeling.

Fortunately, inspired by observations about fund managers’ dif-
ferent preferences on various stock intrinsic properties, we propose

Figure 1: Fund manager i’s overall preference on stock j, i.e.,
γ̂i, j , is approximated by aggregating respective preferences
with respect to various latent property dimensions.
to learn latent and compact representations of stock intrinsic proper-
ties by mining the collection fund managers’ investment behaviors
in mutual fund portfolio data. In particular, based on aforemen-
tioned observations, it is expected that those stocks included in
the portfolios by the same fund manager are more likely to share
common intrinsic properties. Accordingly, we can formulate the
mutual fund portfolio data into a matrix of fund managers and
stocks and take advantage of a Matrix Factorization (MF) approach
to extract a latent vector of each stock, viewed as the representation
of the stock intrinsic properties.

It is worth mentioning that fund managers’ investment behav-
iors do not only depend on their attention on certain stock intrinsic
properties but also the dynamic stock trend. In other words, no
fund manager is willing to invest a stock with an obvious declining
trend even though it yields the certain properties attracting the
fund manager. Furthermore, in practical investment, fund managers
may invest other diverse stocks in order to reduce risk exposing to
limited stocks. Therefore, besides the fund manager’s inherent pref-
erence, the semi-annual fund manager portfolio is also determined
by the stock dynamic trend as well as risk-averse diversity. On the
other hand, as long as we observe the semi-annual mutual fund
portfolio data within the period broad enough, the accumulated
investment behaviors can magnify the long-term preference of fund
managers as well as alleviate the effects of short-term trend dynam-
ics or diversified investing for risk-reduction. In this way, it reassure
us to disclose stock intrinsic properties by mining the collection of
mutual fund portfolio data covering a broad time range.

2.3 Learning Representations of Stock Intrinsic
Properties by Matrix Factorization

As aforementioned, we propose to extract stock intrinsic properties
by mining accumulated mutual fund portfolios due to its implica-
tion of fund managers’ long-term preference on stock properties.
Before stepping into the specific process, we make a more formal
descriptions on accumulated mutual fund portfolios as well as stock
intrinsic properties and corresponding fund managers’ preference.

Let Γ represent the accumulated mutual fund investment port-
folios, specified by each fund’s average invested proportion on
each stock over past several years in this paper. Then, γi, j denotes
the investment behavior of fund manager i on stock j, where i =
1, 2, · · · ,M , j = 1, 2, · · · ,N , and M , N denote the total number of
fund managers and stocks, respectively. More formally,

Γ =
©«

γ1,1 γ1,2 · · · γ1,N
γ2,1 γ2,2 · · · γ2,N
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

γM,1 γM,2 · · · γM,N

ª®®®¬
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Figure 2: A Deep Neural Networks approach with dynamic
inputs (Section 3.1.2). The representation Z contains the dy-
namic stock information that are different from the static
properties.

Inspired by the principle that stocks invested by the same fund
manager tend to share common intrinsic properties, we learn the
representations of stock properties by modeling fund managers’
preference on different stocks. Specifically, we associate a vector
qj ∈ RK for each stock j and pi ∈ RK for each fund manager
i , where qj and pi represent stock intrinsic properties and fund
manager’s preferences on stock properties, respectively, and K
is the dimension size of both the stock representation and the
fund manager’s preference representation. Note that, we expect
such vector representation, though in the form of latent vector,
can imply stock properties covering multi-aspects, such as value,
growth, cyclicity, volatility, section, etc. In this way, the investment
behavior of fund manager i on stock j can be approximated by a
similarity function of qj and pi in such low dimension space, which
can be realized as

γ̂i, j = pi
Tqj (1)

where the inner product of qj and pi , as shown in Figure 1, de-
notes fund manager i’s overall preference on stock j by aggregating
respective preferences with respect to various latent property di-
mensions.

In this paper, we employ the matrix factorization approach to
estimate the stock intrinsic properties qj and fund manager’s pref-
erencepi . Matrix factorization has been wildly used in many scenar-
ios, including recommender system [15], text mining [24], computer
vision [28] .etc., as it can be applied to learn latent representation
vectors of two types of entities underlying the interactions between
each other. In our task, given the set of known investment behav-
iors γ , the parameters qj and pi , i.e. the latent representation of the
stock and that of the fund manager, can be estimated through fitting
the training data by solving the following optimization problem

min
p,q

∑
i, j

(γi, j − pi
Tqj )

2 (2)

In reality, there could exist prior investment bias of stocks as
well as prior preference of fund managers. Hence, we introduce
three respective bias items, µsj , µ

f
i , and µ, to represent the bias of

stock j, fund manager i , and the overall bias in the learning model,
respectively. As a result, the investment behavior of fund manager
i on stock j can be approximated by

γ̂i j = µ + µ
f
i + µ

s
j + pi

Tqj (3)

In this way, all parameters, θi, j = { qj , pi , µsj , µ
f
i }, can be esti-

mated through fitting the training data by solving the following

Figure 3: The framework of exploring static stock intrinsic
properties for dynamic stock prediction, together with dy-
namic inputs (Section 3.2). The bottom part represents any
existing deep neural networks approach with dynamic in-
puts, while the upper part depicts the main process of inte-
grating static properties for the dynamic prediction.

optimization problem:

min
θ

∑
(γi, j − (µ + µ

f
i + µ

s
j + pi

Tqj ))
2 + λ | |θ | | (4)

where | |θ | | = (| |pi | |
2+ | |qj | |

2+µ
f
i
2
+µsj

2) denotes the regularization
term on introduced parameters to avoid over-fitting.

Note that stock properties learned bymatrix factorization include
two parts, i.e., qj and µsj , where the stock bias item µsj represents
the popular degree of stocks, and the stock vector qj indicates
latent stock intrinsic properties. We use Q j ∈ Rn+1 to denote the
representation of stock properties of stock j in future sections.

3 EXPLORING STOCK INTRINSIC
PROPERTIES FOR STOCK PREDICTION

3.1 Stock Prediction
3.1.1 The Problem Statement. With the objective to predict the
future price trend, stock prediction can be formalized as a typical
machine learning problem, either price movement classification
or price return ratio regression, which is particularly to learn a
prediction function ŷit+1 = f (X i

⩽t ) mapping a stock i from its
feature space X i

⩽t to the target label ŷit+1.
While such typical problem setting merely treats different stocks

as independent sequences, it neglects the relative comparison be-
tween stocks. Therefore, we re-formalize the stock prediction prob-
lem into learning a ranking function, r̂t+1 = f (X⩽t ), which projects
a bunch of stocks into a ranking list in which stocks with higher
ranking scores are expected to bring higher investment profits. To
this end, we can use the return ratio of a stock, r it+1 = (pit+1−p

i
t )/p

i
t ,

as the ground-truth, where pit is the closing price of stock i at day
t . In this way, r it < r

j
t means the return ratio of stock i is less than

stock j at time t . To learn this model, we propose to combine both
pointwise regression loss and pairwise ranking-aware loss[18] into
a unified objective function:

l(r̂t , rt ) =| |r̂t − rt | |2

+ α
∑
i

∑
j

1
2
(max{0,−(r̂ it − r̂

j
t )(r

i
t − r

j
t ) + τ })

2 − λτ 2

(5)
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where rt and r̂t denote the ground-truth and predicted ranking
list at time point t , within which r it and r̂

i
t denote the ground-truth

and predicted ranking scores of stock i , respectively; α is used to
balance the two loss terms; and the regularization item τ is used to
avoid obtaining an optimal constant ranking score.

3.1.2 Deep Neural Networks Approaches with Dynamic Stock Inputs.
Considering the strong temporal dynamics of stock markets, it is
intuitive to regard the historical status of a stock as the most influen-
tial factors to predict its future trend. Accordingly, most traditional
methods feed dynamic inputs, such as daily price and various indi-
cators [13], to time-series analysis models, such as Autoregressive
models [17], Kalman Filters [3], technical analysis [6], etc. Recently,
with rapid development of deep learning, deep neural networks
(DNNs), especially recurrent neural networks (RNNs), have been
applied and generate state-of-the-art performance on the stock pre-
diction task [8, 31]. Figure 2 illustrates a generic DNN approach,
especially with an RNN specification, for stock prediction. From
this figure, we can abstract that, with no loss of generality, the DNN
approach essentially first projects the dynamic inputs of each stock
at time t , i.e.,X j

⩽t , into a dynamic stock representationZt , and then
conducts prediction based on such higher level representations.

3.2 Exploring Stock Intrinsic Properties
While deep learning has given rise to significant improvement,
human investors still retain the leading position due to their under-
standing on stock intrinsic properties. Therefore, it is quite valuable
to incorporate stock properties into the current stock prediction
framework to pursue more accurate stock prediction. A straight-
forward way is to combine the representations of stock properties
together with the dynamic representations, i.e., formally,

r̂
j
t+1 = MLP([Z

j
t ,Q

j ]) (6)

where Z j
t denotes the representation of the dynamic inputs of stock

j, Q j represents the representation of stock j’s intrinsic properties,
and [·, ·]means a direct concatenate. MLP represents the multilayer
perceptron.

This straightforward integration, nevertheless, overlooks the
incompatibility between the static stock properties and the dynamic
stock prediction. In other words, the static stock properties cannot
explicitly predict the stock trend in dynamic market. To address
this problem, we propose to leverage stock properties in a more
dynamic way.

Inspired by the fact that themarket keeps its dynamics in terms of
the changing inclination to various stock properties within different
time period, we propose to model the representation for dynamic
market and compute the correlation between the market represen-
tation and the stock representation. Given the market’s dynamic
preference, such correlation between stock properties and mar-
ket dynamics can indeed provide more valuable information than
merely the stock properties to enhance the stock prediction. Fig-
ure 3 summarize the whole framework of exploring static intrinsic
properties for dynamic stock prediction, together with traditional
dynamic inputs. Essentially, it is crucial to generate appropriate
market representation to reflect the market’s preference on various
stock properties. In this paper, we propose two methods to obtain

Figure 4: The dynamic market representation is generated
on a set of stockswith top-ranked return ratios at the certain
day because the stocks with highest return ratios can reflect
the market preference.
market representations by characterizing dynamic market state and
dynamic market trend, respectively.

3.2.1 Dynamic Market State. Motivated by the intuition that the
market representation should reflect the market’s current prefer-
ence on various stock properties, we propose to model the daily
market representation based on a set of stocks with top-ranked
return ratios at the certain day, considering that those stocks with
highest return ratios can reflect the latest market preference. In
particular, the market representation is computed by averaging
the representations of those top-ranked stocks, considering that
those stocks with highest return ratios can reflect the latest market
preference. Figure 4 illustrate the general generation process of
such market representation. More formally, we can compute the
market state St at time t based on the representations of stocks
whose return ratio is ranked within top-Kr at time t :

St =
1
Kr

i=Kr∑
i=1

Qi (r
Q1

t > r
Q2

t > · · · > r
QKr

t > · · · ) (7)

where Q denotes the representation of stock intrinsic properties,
and the index i of each stock is decided based on their respective
return ratio rank at t .

Given this market representation, we can compute the correla-
tion between the stock properties for each stock and current market
state as:

D
j
t = StQ

j (8)
Inspired by the assumption that the market preference is likely to

be consistent in two consecutive days, we integrate the correlation
D̂
j
t ≈ D

j
t−1 into the existing sequential model to predict the stock

ranking at time t + 1.

r̂
j
t+1 = MLP([Z

j
t , D̂

j
t ]) (9)

where [Z j
t , D̂

j
t ] means a concatenate of stock dynamic representa-

tions and dynamic correlation between the stock j and the market
state at time t .

While this approach can generate the representations of dynamic
market state to enhance the stock prediction, the assumption that
the market preference will be consistent in two consecutive days
could not be always true and only using the last market state may
still suffer from the suddenly high volatility in the market. To ad-
dress this challenge, we propose to learn the sequential patterns of
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historical market states and predict market trend representations
accordingly in the next section.

3.2.2 Dynamic Market Trend. To address the limitation of the as-
sumption that the market state will be consistent in two consecutive
days, it is essential to model future market trend from historical
market states rather than merely using the market state of the previ-
ous day for stock prediction. To this end, we propose to replace the
representation of the last market state with the future market trend
representation. With sequential market states for future state pre-
diction, it is natural to take advantage of LSTM models, which have
been widely used to conduct sequential prediction in many applica-
tions [2, 10, 26, 31]. LSTM is essentially a special type of Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) [19] that use hidden states (memory) to
model sequential patterns of input data. A definite advantage of
LSTM over vanilla RNN is its introducing of “forget” gates to store
long-term memory and avoid vanishing gradients [11]. Then we
make a formal description as,

Ŝt = LSTM(S<t ) (10)

where Ŝt represents the predicted market trend. In our method, the
vector of the last hidden layer in the LSTM is used to represent
the state of market trend. Similar to the method aforementioned in
section 3.2.1, the predicted correlation D̂ j

t is computed based on the
predicted market trend Ŝt and the stock properties Q j , and then
the combination of the correlation and the dynamic representation
is feed to the MLP as Eq. 9.

Comparing two proposed methods for combining the market
representation with the stock representation, the most essential
difference lies in that one measures the correlation between the
stock and the market based on the market’s current state, while the
other compute the correlation based on the market’s future trend.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Datasets
For the stock prediction model, we collect the Chinese stock data
including time series of daily stock price and volume from 2012
to 2016 1. There are totally more than 2000 stocks, covering the
vast majority of Chinese stocks. To further generate dynamic indi-
cators, we follow the previous study [13] and compute totally 101
trading indicators. In order to effectively extract the stock intrinsic
properties, we also collect the semi-annual Chinese mutual fund
portfolio reports from 2012 to 2016 2. To guarantee the quality of
stock properties, we keep the funds that always exist from their
born to 2016. Table 2 shows the statistics in terms of the number
of funds and stocks after filtering in the semi-annual mutual fund
portfolio reports. When predicting stock trends, we filter out stocks
under suspended trading status on more than 2% of trading days
within the collection period, with concerns that their intermittent
sequences may bring abnormal patterns. For those stocks never
invested by any funds, zero vectors are regarded as their stock
representations.

1We collect daily stock price and volume data from http://xueqiu.com/ and
https://finance.yahoo.com/
2We collect mutual fund portfolios from https://www.morningstar.com/

Table 2: The statistics of mutual fund portfolios data.

time #funds #stocks time #funds #stocks
2012/06/30 558 2035 2012/12/31 593 1980
2013/06/30 625 1981 2013/12/31 669 2004
2014/06/30 741 2172 2014/12/31 741 2350
2015/06/30 741 2612 2015/12/31 741 2638
2016/06/30 741 2688 2016/12/31 741 2832

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
In our experiments, we evaluate the ranking score of stock returns
with information retrieval metrics including MAP and MRR. We
introduce them as follows.
• Mean Average of Precision(MAP): Average precision for each
query is defined as the mean of the precision at n values cal-
culated after each ranking list was retrieved. This metric mea-
sures the overall quality of ranking list. Formally, MAP@K =
1
|S |

∑
s ∈S

1
K
∑k=K
k=1 P(k)s · rel(k)s , where S denotes samples in

test data, P(k)s is the precision measuring overall hits of the
top-K results in the s-th sample. rel() is a binary function on the
relevance of a given rank.

• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): MRR evaluates the predicted
rank of the top-return stock in ground-truth. It can be defined as
MRR = 1

|S |
∑
s ∈S

1
ranks

.

4.3 Compared Methods
The recent efforts on stock trend prediction focused on leveraging
deep neural networks with dynamic inputs in terms of price and vol-
ume indicators. For example, LSTM based approach [22] and, most
recently, SFM based approach [31] can obtain more competitive
performance with the comparison of the other traditional meth-
ods. Therefore, we take advantage of LSTM and SFM as the RNN
module, as shown in Figure 3, to model dynamic inputs. Note that,
among these state-of-the-art stock prediction approaches, none of
them, to our best knowledge, ever leveraged the intrinsic properties
extracted from mutual fund portfolios. To evaluate the effectiveness
of our models that explore such important information, we compare
the following methods:
• ALSTMwith dynamic stock inputs (stock_LSTM): Thismodel
is proposed by [22] and operates on the sequential indicators.
This method can be viewed as a specification of the method
introduced in Section 3.1.2.

• A SFM with dynamic stock inputs (stock_SFM): Zhang et.al
proposed the SFM [31] and applied it in the stock prediction
task. Compared to LSTM, SFM decomposes the hidden states
of memory cells into multiple frequency components, each of
which models a particular frequency of latent trading patterns
underlying the fluctuation of stock price. This method can also
be viewed as a specification of the method in Section 3.1.2.

• Directly appending stock representation (DASR): Correspond-
ing to the approach described at the beginning of Section 3.2, we
combine the stock dynamic inputs and the stock intrinsic prop-
erties. The representations of stock properties extracted from
the mutual fund portfolio data are directly appended on the last
hidden state of SFM with dynamic inputs.

• Integratingmarket state representations (IMSR): Correspond-
ing to the approach described in Section 3.2.1, the correlation of
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Table 3: Three examples of stock clusters generated based on
stock representation extracted frommutual fund portfolios.

Cluster 1

Stock Code and Name Sector
000878.SZ Yunnan Copper Co., Ltd. Non-ferrous metal
000937.SZ Jizhong Energy Resources Co., Ltd. Coal
000983.SZ Shanxi Xishan Coal and Electricity Power Co.,Ltd Coal
002440.SZ Zhejiang Runtu Co., Ltd. Chemical
002559.SZ Jiangsu Yawei Machine Tool Co., Ltd. Machinery
600161.SH Beijing Tiantan Biological Products Co., Ltd. Medical
600166.SH Beiqi Foton Motor Co., Ltd. Car
600188.SH Yanzhou Coal Mining Company Limited Coal
600348.SH Yangquan Coal Industry (Group) Co., Ltd. Coal
600497.SH Yunnan Chihong Zinc & Germanium Co., Ltd. Non-ferrous metal
600549.SH Xiamen Tungsten Co., Ltd. Non-ferrous metal
600660.SH Fuyao Glass Industry Group Co., Ltd. Car
600688.SH Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited Petrochemical
601958.SH Jinduicheng Molybdenum Co., Ltd. Non-ferrous metal

Cluster 2
Stock Code and Name Sector

002079.SZ Suzhou Good-Ark Electronics Co., Ltd. Electronics
002335.SZ Xiamen Kehua Hengsheng Co., Ltd. Telecommunications
002436.SZ Shenzhen Fastprint Circuit Tech Co., Ltd. Electronics
002618.SZ Shenzhen Danbond Technology Co.,Ltd. Electronics
300010.SZ Beijing Lanxum Technology Co., Ltd. Electronics
300219.SZ Hongli Zhihui Group Co., Ltd. Electronics
600679.SH Shanghai Phoenix Enterprise (Group) Co., Ltd. Light manufacturing
600749.SH Tibet Tourism Co.,Ltd. Tourism
600892.SH Dasheng Times Cultural Investment Co., Ltd. Cultural
600978.SH Yihua Lifestyle Technology Co., Ltd. Light manufacturing

Cluster 3
Stock Code and Name Sector

002033.SZ LiJiang YuLong Tourism Co., LTD. Tourism
002035.SZ Vatti Corporation Limited Electronics
002157.SZ Jiangxi Zhengbang Technology Co.Ltd. Electronics
002234.SZ Animal Husbandry Co., Ltd. Livestock
002441.SZ Zhongyeda Electric Co., Ltd. Electronics
002458.SZ Livestock & Poultry Breeding Co., Ltd. Livestock
002714.SZ Muyuan Foods Co.,Ltd. Agriculture
600371.SH WanXiang Doneed Co., Ltd. Agriculture
600593.SH Tourism Holding CO.,LTD Tourism

the stock and the market state at the last time step is integrated
into the last hidden state of SFM with dynamic inputs.

• Integrating market trend representations (IMTR): Corre-
sponding to the approach described in Section 3.2.2, this method
models the market trend by LSTM with the historical market
states, rather than merely using the market state of the previous
day in IMSR. Then the correlation of the stock and the predicted
market state trend is computed and integrated into the last hidden
state of SFM.

4.4 Parameter Setting
Because Chinese mutual fund portfolio reports are published every
half year, we update stock representations in the frequency of every
six-months. For stock trend prediction, we model and predict the
stock trend every half year using the last updated stock representa-
tions. In the remaining part, we simply represent the first and the
second half of a certain year as year (1) and year (2), respectively. In
each six-month dataset, we split it into training set (3 months), vali-
dation set (1 month) and test set (2 months). When extracting stock
intrinsic properties, we use the investment for three consecutive
reports as the accumulated investment behaviors γ .

In this paper, we employ grid search to select the optimal hyper-
parameters that can result in maximized MAP@50 on the validation
sets for all methods. Specifically, for the LSTM and SFM parts in
models, we search the number of LSTM/SFM cell within {5, 10,

Figure 5: Model performance comparison on MAP@50, 100
and 200 against varying types of stock representations.

20}; for learning stock intrinsic properties, we tune the size of
stock representations within {32, 64, 128, 256}; for constructing
the market state, we tune the number of top-return stocks Kr in
Equation 7 within {1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. In addition, we further
tune α which balances the pointwise and pairwise terms within {0.1,
1, 10, 100}, and τ which avoid an optimal constant ranking score in
loss function within {0.1, 0.5, 1} in Equation 5. We also tune the λ
of the regularization term in Equation 4 and 5 within {0.1, 1, 10}.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
5.1 Learned Stock Representations
To examine the quality of stock representations learned frommutual
fund portfolios, we take some qualitative analysis to assess if the
learned stock representations can capture the intrinsic properties.
In particular, we cluster all the stocks based on their respective
learned representations by the Affinity propagation [9]. Table 3
shows three examples of obtained stock clusters in the second half
year of 2015. From this table, we can find that all the stocks in the
first cluster belong to the basic industry while those in the second
cluster are much related to the light industry. Furthermore, most
of the stocks in Livestock and Agriculture industries are clustered
together into the third cluster. Such clustering results can clearly
indicate that the stock representations extracted from mutual fund
portfolios can carry certain intrinsic properties.

5.2 Effects of Learned Stock Representations
To demonstrate the effects of learned stock representations for stock
prediction, we investigate the performance of IMTR by replacing
the learned stock representations with random representations or
pre-defined sector-based one-hot representations.

Figure 5 depicts the comparison performance of MAP@50, 100
and 200 on models with different stock representations. Specifi-
cally, IMTR_Rand assigns a random representation vector for each
stock; as each stock belongs to one sector, IMTR_Sect uses a sector
based one-hot vector to be the stock representation; and, IMTR em-
ploys the stock representations learned frommutual fund portfolios.
Although IMTR_Rand does not have any meaningful properties
in stock representations, the different representations distinguish
stocks. From this figure, we can find that IMTR outperforms the
other two. The better performance of IMTR over IMTR_Sect implies
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Performance comparison on MAP@50 and MRR
among stock_LSTM, stock_SFM, DASR, IMSR and IMTR.

that the learned stock representations can contain more intrinsic
properties than merely sectors. Furthermore, we can find that the
stock representations in IMTR have better effect on the prediction
with the incremental number of selected stocks compared to the
other two methods, which indicates that more significant improve-
ments are received on MAP@100 and MAP@200 than MAP@50.

5.3 Overall Performance
Figure 6a and 6b present a comprehensive analysis on the effec-
tiveness of all compared methods in terms of MAP@50 and MRR
for the stock prediction task. From the figures, we have following
observations:

Firstly, IMSR and IMTR obviously outperform stock_LSTM and
stock_SFM where only historical indicators of each stock are used.
It indicates that stock intrinsic properties are useful and play an
important role in stock prediction. Especially when they are used
in a properly dynamic way.

Secondly, DASR has similar, even lowerMAP@50 in some datasets,
compared with stock_SFM. Although stock properties have been
considered in DASR, the incompatibility between the static stock
properties and the dynamic nature of both stocks and the market,
has a bad effect on stock prediction. Compared with IMSR and IMTR
which also take into account stock properties, lower performance
of DASR implies the effectiveness of the market state which makes
the static stock properties dynamic. On the other hand, higher MRR
on DASR especially in 2015(2), when the stock trend is hard to
be predicted, indicates that stock intrinsic properties play a more
important role on highest-return stock selection than the dynamic
prices and indicators because they are relatively static facing the
stock market turbulence.

Thirdly, IMTR has better performance than IMSR inmost datasets
because IMTR predicts the future market state while IMSR only
considers the market state at the last time step as the future one.
However, when the market falls into a hardly unpredictable state,
for example the Chinese stock market turbulence which began
with the popping of the stock market bubble on 12 June 2015 and
ended in early February 2016, IMTR performs worse than IMSR
because the patterns in the sequential market states are difficult to
be recognized. It results in a bad prediction of market trend.

In a summary, all these results can indicate that, the learned
stock intrinsic properties can help investors make more accurate
stock selection; moreover, it is necessary to model dynamic market
state based on relatively static stock properties for more accurate
stock prediction.

Figure 7: The cumulative profit curve of different methods
with the portfolio of choosing top 50 stocks.

5.4 Market Trading Simulation
To further evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed models, we
conduct back-testings by simulating the stock trading for each
dataset. Our estimation strategy conducts the trading in the daily
frequency. Given a certain principal at the beginning of each back-
testing, investors invest in the top-K stocks in average with the
highest predicted ranking score in each day. The selected stocks
are hold for one day. The cumulative profit without consideration
of transaction cost will be invested into the next trading day. We
also calculate the average return on the stock market by evenly
holding every stock as the baseline, indicating the overall market
trend. Figure 7 shows the cumulative profit curve for each method
with K as 50. In each back-testing, our models, IMSR and IMTR, are
able to gain the best profit results among all the compared methods,
even when the market falls into downturn such as the first half
year of 2015.

6 RELATEDWORK
Recent work on stock prediction relies on two kinds of information
sources: indicators from stock price/volume data and text from
news and social medias.

Technical indicators [6], i.e., mathematical calculations based on
historical price, volume, or (in the case of futures contracts) open in-
terest information [20], are proposed by financial experts at first for
the purpose of discovering trading patterns of dynamic indicators.
One of the most widely used models in the pattern recognition is
Autoregressive (AR) model for linear and stationary time-series [17].
However, the non-linear and non-stationary nature of stock prices
limits the application of AR models. Hence, substantial studies
attempted to apply non-linear models to capture the complex dy-
namic market trend. With the development of deep learning, more
scientists make efforts to exploit deep neural network for financial
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prediction [1, 12, 14, 16, 23, 30]. To further model the long-term
dependency in time series, recurrent neural networks (RNNs), espe-
cially Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, have also been
employed in stock prediction [2, 10, 26]. In most recent time, a new
RNN named the State Frequency Memory (SFM) is proposed by
Zhang et.al [31] to discover the multi-frequency trading patterns.

In order to seek more information from the outside market-
historic-data, text from public news and social media is analyzed and
explored for stock prediction. Public news of a company indicates
the stock outlook and trend in advance which can be used in stock
prediction. Nassirtoussi et al. [21] use the semantics and sentiment
based on the text of breaking financial news-headlines and propose
a multi-layer dimension reduction algorithm to predict intra-day
directional-movements of a currency-pair in the foreign exchange
market. In addition, investors’ sentiments for stocks’ trends can also
help the prediction. Zhou et al. [32] studies particularly the Chinese
stock market. They conduct a thorough study over 10 million stock-
relevant tweets from Weibo, and find five attributes that stock
market in China can be competently predicted by various online
emotions. Nguyen et al. [29]explicitly consider the topics relating
to the target stocks, and extracting topics and related sentiments
from social media to make the prediction. However, textual analysis
is a challenging task. It is hard to work out complete and accurate
sentiments from the text.

Despite increasing efforts in stock prediction, few of them paid
enough attention to stock intrinsic properties which are usually
considered by expert investors. Inspired by this, this paper proposes
a method to extract stock intrinsic properties and develops models
to integrate them into existing deep neural networks approach.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to take into account stock intrinsic prop-
erties in stock prediction tasks in order to enhance existing model
based on dynamic inputs. There are three contributions in our paper:
firstly, we are the first to leverage stock intrinsic properties to help
investors make stock selections. Secondly, we propose to extract
stock intrinsic properties from mutual fund portfolios. Thirdly, we
develop a novel model to use static stock properties in a dynamic
way bymeasuring the correlation between the market and the stock.
In the future, we plan to seek stock intrinsic properties from other
valuable data and extend market state model in a dedicated way.
Furthermore, we will explore more useful investment behaviors of
fund managers to improve stock prediction models.
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